INSTRUCTION MANUAL
Existing Bollard Safety Net - Split Rings
by US Netting

The Existing Bollard Defender Net with split ring arrives boxed up and ready to go with everything
included. Congratulations on making your loading dock the safest in the world!

Shipment Breakdown:
8 - Split Rings (two-halves each)
24 - Set Screws
24 - Nuts
16 - Fastening Nuts
16 - Fastening Bolts
8 - Eye Bolts
1 - Black Sharpie marker
1 - Polyester Safety Net
1 - Allen Wrench
* Note : Set Screws, Nuts, and Eye Bolts come installed in each of their respective rings.

Required Tools:
Crescent Wrench
Tape Measure
Marker or Pencil for Marking
Allen Wrench (included)
Correctly Installed Ring Around an Obstruction on the bollard
Visit www.usnetting.com/the-path-to-the-install-video**** to view a step-by-step video guide.

INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Clean your existing bollards and remove any excess paint or debris that could impede the ring.
2. Place each half of the split ring around the bottom area of the first bollard
3. Use the provided nuts (2) and bolts (2) to tighten the two halves of the ring together around the 		
bollard. Do this by hand to allow for some play
4. Position the split ring and align the placement of your eye bolt. ** Take note of the eye bolt
alignment to match consecutive rings
5. Tighten the bolts to hold the two halves of the ring together using a crescent or socket wrench
6. Using the supplied Allen wrench, tighten the set screws evenly to hold the ring at its current height
7. Use a crescent wrench to tighten the stopping nut to keep the set screw from backing out.
Hand-tighten the eye bolt, so it butts up against the existing bollard as well. Your ring should be
snug at this point.
8. Measure from the floor to determine the height of the ring for placement on the opposite side.
9. Place the next ring onto the bollard and repeat steps 3 through 6
**Be sure to take note of the location of the ring on the bollard on the first ring.

10. Use the extra webbing straps to adjust the positioning of the safety net. Adjust the heights of
any of the rings to make the net level by loosening set screws and eyebolts and moving up
or down.
11. Use your measurements on the opposite side bollard to install the remaining (4) rings.
12. Attach your safety net and tighten the cam buckles to secure your safety net in between the
two bollards.
13. Use the extra webbing straps to adjust the positioning of the safety net. Adjust the heights of
any of the rings to make the net level by loosening set screws and eyebolts and moving up or down.
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